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LIVING WITH
ALZHEIMER'S

Life with a
memory thief

ENTORHINAL
CORTEX

Neuroscience
of navigation

SPACE AND
TIME

Navigation as
a biomarker

MAKING SENSE OF WHERE

WE ARE IN THIS WORLD

NAVIGATION



N A N S I G
Established in 2010, NANSIG allows
medical students and junior doctors to
gain relevant experience in Neurology
and Neurosurgery. As the largest group
of its kind, we are proud to work in
partnership with the Society of Brish
Neurosurgeons and the Associaon of
Brish Neurologists.



To those affected by Alzheimer's
For those feeling lost
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WORDS FAIL US
William Utermohlen's self
portraits - the first drawn in
1967 and the rest from 1996
onwards following his
diagnosis of Alzheimer's
disease.

I am not myself. What is it to
be “oneself?” What is this self,
this “me”? What do we mean
when we say “I”? When we
lose our mind, where is it to
be found? When we go out of
our mind, where do we go?
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ALZHEIMER'S
Research milestones
The giants and breakthroughs in
Alzheimer's research

MASTERS OF NAVIGATION
Every autumn, like clockwork,
millions of monarch buerflies
from the eastern United States
and southeastern Canada make
the journeys of their lifeme to
overwinter in the same patch
of land in central Mexico. Now
that's navigaon.

INAUGURAL EDITION
How many cies have you travelled to? The
brain creates a new map for every. single. novel
environment you explore. Even yet, how many
rooms have you been inside? The brain does
the same for every new room you visit too. In
this edion, we explore the neuroscience of
navigaon and how it goes wrong in disease.

CLINICAL NEUROLOGY
Novel biomarkers
Are deficits in spaal navigaon a more
sensive biomarker for Alzheimer's
disease?

NEUROSCIENCE
The Brain's GPS system
The role of hippocampal place cells and
entorhinal grid cells

LIFE WITH DEMENTIA
Demena in the media
The portrayal of demena. Up close and
personal with the memory thief.

COGNITION
Sea Hero Quest
A mobile gaming app studying spaal
navigaon at the populaon level

THERAPEUTICS
Cold shock proteins
RBM3 as a molecular target for
neurodegenerave disease
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MILESTONES

1906
Dr Alois Alzheimer is the first to
describe a ‘peculiar disease’ which has now
come to be known as Alzheimer’s disease.
He describes a haunng case of profound
memory loss and disorientaon in a lady
named, Auguste D. Post-mortem he
discovers senile plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles in the Alzheimer's brain.

1984
George Clenner and Caine Wong describe a ‘novel cerebrovascular
amyloid protein’, the hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. The discovery of
these beta-amyloid plaques paves the way for the amyloid cascade
hypothesis. DOI: 10.1016/s0006-291x(84)80190-4

1997 - 2006
Cholinesterase inhibitors are shown to
be efficacious in the symptomatic control of
mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease, though
it does not modify disease progression.
DOI: 10.1002/14651858.CD005593

2003
In a randomised control study,memantine
is shown to reduce clinical deterioration in
moderate to severe Alzheimer’s disease.
DOI: 10.1056/vvvv

2011
A joint commiee of experts redefine
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Rather than
being a clinical syndrome of demena, AD
is a pathological process that gradually
develops into a clinical disease over
decades. An inial asymptomac
phase precedes a period of mild cognive
impairment, which then develops into a
major neurocognive disorder.
DOI: 10.1016/j.jalz.2011.03.003

1987
Researchers sequence the amyloid precursor protein (APP) gene, the parent
molecule from which beta-amyloid derives from. The APP gene is localised to
chromosome 21, hence why individuals with Down syndrome so commonly
develop Alzheimer's by middle age. DOI: 10.1038/325733a0

1986
Tau proteins are idenfied as a key
component of neurofibrillary tangles,
the second hallmark for Alzheimer’s
disease. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.83.11.4044
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Take theMonarch Buerfly, for example. Every autumn, like clockwork, millions of these
buerflies migrate from eastern United States and south-eastern Canada to the same
specific patch of land in Central Mexico. How do these lile creatures with relavely
simple nervous systems navigate such journeys? DOI: 10.1016/j.tins.2010.04.004

I sll vividly remember the first me I got lost as a kid. I was abroad vising my relaves
(also in eastern United States). We were in a shopping mall when a pet store full of
puppies grabbed my aenon. I sprinted towards the cute canines and once I got bored
staring at them, I realised that I had wandered away frommy family. Nightmare! Do you
remember when you first got lost?

Though we oen get lost, our brains eventually lead us to our cars and our families.
However, this may not be true for those with hippocampal lesions, as is the case with
Alzheimer’s disease. Wandering and subtle deficits in spaal memory can oen be the
inial presenng feature, even preceding episodic memory loss.

don’t even know how to drive, but I hate mul-storey parking lots.
Especially the ones that are symmetrical, dim-lit, with parking spaces that
you can only find on the 9th floor. We eventually find our cars, but how do
we do it?
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he current gold standard for diagnosing
Alzheimer's disease strongly revolves around
deficits in episodic memory. While memory
loss is highly sensive and specific for
underlying AD pathophysiology, there is

growing consensus that episodic memory deficits poses
diagnosc limitaons for the detecon of prodromal or
preclinical stages of AD.

Episodic memory peaks in early adulthood and progressively
declines with physiological ageing. Indeed, diagnosis can be
especially challenging in individuals older than 75 years of
age who demonstrate considerable age-related changes not
due to pathophysiological processes. As such, cognive
decline in healthy older individuals might have been
considerably underesmated by longitudinal studies.
Furthermore, delayed recall ability, one of the major
cognive biomarkers of AD, progressively declines in healthy
adults aged over 65, highlighng the potenal difficules
with the sensivity of episodic memory in diagnosing AD.

Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly apparent that
paents with other forms of demena also demonstrate
significant episodic memory problems. For example,
frontotemporal demena oen presents with similar deficits
of episodic memory to AD. Unlike episodic memory
impairments, deficits in spaal navigaon and orientaon
are rarely reported in healthy older adults or non-AD
demenas. DOI: 10.1038/nn.4656
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Humans and other
mammals form internal

maps of the external
environment using neurons

coded to fire at specific
spatial and temporal

characteristics.

Following on from O’Keefe’s work, in 2002 Edvard and May-Britt Moser
discovered cells that fire in multiple locations within a room. They guided
microelectrodes to an area just outside the hippocampus, the so-called entorhinal
cortex, which is intimately connected with place cells of the hippocampus. The
Mosers’ observed that cells in the entorhinal cortex fired at specific locations
corresponding to the mouse’s particular location in a room, strikingly similar to the
place cells of the hippocampus. But unlike a place cell, a single cell in the
entorhinal cortex fired at multiple evenly spaced out locations within a room. In
fact, the firing pattern of an entorhinal cortex cell would form the vertices of a
hexagon, much like a beehive (or the Giant’s Causeway for those who are
Northern Irish). At each vertex, the entorhinal cell (named a grid cell) would fire
whenever the animal traversed over it. Much like the latitude and longitude
coordinate lines on a map, the hexagonal firing pattern of grid cells arrange to form
individual units of a grid.

Neurons involved in other aspects of navigation have also been discovered. There
exists head-direction cells in the presubiculum that fire when the animal faces a
certain direction, much like an internal compass. Border cells activate whenever
the animal approaches the boundary of their environment (i.e. a wall or an edge).
There also exists cells that fire proportionally to an animal’s speed of locomotion,
irrespective of the animal’s location or direction (if an animal speeds up, the firing
rate of these cells would proportionally increase). Further experiments by Edvard
and May-Britt Moser using mice exploring a series of different rooms have
revealed that each room, rapidly gives rise to its own independent map, indicating
that hippocampal place cells form spatial maps for each unique room or
environment. Can you remember how many new rooms or environments that
you've been in?

Contrastingly, the entorhinal grid cells, the head-direction and border cells all form
spatial maps that are constant and universal to every new room or environment.
For instance, if these cells would fire in the South-West region of a map in one
room, they would also fire at the analogous position (the South-West region) on
the map of another room. It’s as if the latitude and longitude coordinate lines from
the first map were super-imposed onto the map of the new environment.

n 1971, John O’Keefe of University College London observed that a
specific group of neurons in the brain would fire when a rat spent time
at a certain location within a room – in a suiting manner, these would
be named ‘place cells’. Using microelectrodes implanted in the mice’s
hippocampus, he discovered that different place cells would fire at

different locations in the room. The collective firing pattern of these place cells
could be mapped out to pinpoint the animal’s precise location within the room in
real time.

BEEHIVE,
ROCK FORMATION,
OR GRID CELLS?
Patterns in nature. Hexagonal honeycombs - are bees
geometrical geniuses (i.e. more honey)? The Giantʼs
Causeway, a geological rock formation arranges itself
hexagonally to dissipate the immense pressure
generated as molten basalt surfaces and cools under
atmospheric air. Perhaps we have something to learn
through biological mimicry. Should future cities and
roads be arranged hexagonally, considering that our
brains are coded to navigate in hexagons?

I
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This book is something else - two delicately
interwoven stories that while unexpected,
work beaufully together. On the one
hand, this is a murder mystery novel.
Maud, an elderly woman, is convinced that
her best friend Elizabeth has been
murdered when she is no longer reachable.
The book has all the right twists and turns
you’d look for in a murder mystery.
Throughout this, however, Maud struggles
with demena - wring notes to herself to
remember things and struggling with the
loss of herself. This book is a gripping
insight into the life of someone suffering
with demena, as well as a page-turning
read as you follow her journey in finding
out what happened to Elizabeth.
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D ementia is one of the most common conditions of old age, making it almost a guarantee that
many medical students and junior doctors will have met a dementia patient in the clinic, if
not in their personal lives. However, fewer medical students and junior doctors will have had
the time or ability to really delve into what it’s like to have dementia - or indeed one of its most

common forms, Alzheimer’s - to really understand what these patients go through. This is where the
media comes in. Literature and film, through autobiographical or relatable fictional stories, can
provide valuable insight into life with dementia, often to a deeper level than might be possible in the
clinic. Here, we’ve amalgamated a list of books, TV, and film with accurate and worthwhile depictions
for you to browse when you’re looking to understand your patients.

Dementia
in theMedia

STILL ALICE

STILL MINE

ELIZABETH IS
MISSING
Emma Healey

This book has received universal
praise for its exploration of living with
Alzheimer’s Disease, written by a PhD
neuroscience professor at Harvard. The
story is told through Alice’s own
perspective, who starts noticing a
forgetfulness and confusion at the early
age of 50. Soon, she’s diagnosed with
early-onset Alzheimer’s disease and
struggles to maintain her life in the face
of this news. The first person narration
allows us to get a true sense of what
Alice is feeling and how her disease
manifests, as well as watching her
relationships with her spouse and
children throughout the difficult time.
This is a beautifully written novel and a
must read for anyone looking for a
perspective into dementia.

Lisa Genova

Michael McGowan

Taking on demena with a posive atude, this film
follows Craig, who’s been married to his wife Irene for
60 years and is determined not to let her demena
get in the way of their life together. This me, the
focus is on the husband of the paent, and we get to
watch a heartwarming story of opmism and strength
as Craig shows his wife that a diagnosis of demena
doesn’t mean it’s the end for her, and she follows suit
by taking the situaon with a nobility and grace
through the frustraon and obstacles they face.
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This is a documentary miniseries based in the UK, looking at memory loss aids and care for people with dementia
to improve their experiences, as it’s estimated that one in three people in the UK will soon be affected by the
disease. Episodes follow the patients, looking at the nature of their memory loss, they follow their families, looking
to help them deal with the effects of the disease, and they look at treatments and their progression.
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If you haven’t already downloaded
Sea Hero Quest (a mobile-app
game downloaded by more than 4
million users from over 193
countries) then you're missing out!
This game is unlike any other, being
a data trove for neurosciensts
around the world to study spaal
navigaon among millions of users
at an unprecedented scale. This
naucal game involves sailing a
boat around diverse environments,
weaving through waterways and
sequences of buoys to reach the
target desnaon. It records subtle
characteriscs in your navigaonal
ability as you work through
different levels of the game.

Do you live by a coastal region? Or
do you have Nordic ancestry? (i.e
was your great great grandpa a
viking?) If so, at a populaon level,
you are likely to have superior
navigaonal abilies and reduced
odds of developing Alzheimer's,
though it isn't clear why.

Spaal navigaon is a promising
cognive biomarker for underlying
Alzheimer's disease. In fact, recent
evidence suggests that impairment

Sea Hero Quest

Novel biomarker

in navigaonal ability precedes even episodic memory deficits, which currently remains
the gold standard for AD diagnosis. Furthermore, spaal navigaon poses fewer verbal,
cultural, and educaonal biases than exisng cognive tests, and could enable a
universal tool applicable to different populaons around the world and thus a uniform
cognive outcome measure for future mul-centre trials.

Authors of the Sea Hero Quest study report that "assessment of navigaonal behavior
using the Sea Hero Quest app provides a means of discriminang healthy aging from
genecally at-risk individuals of Alzheimer’s disease. It further highlights that the global
Sea Hero Quest database can be employed as a normave benchmark dataset to
efficiently determine the significance of spaal abnormality suspected to be indicave of
incipient AD on an individual level."

DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1901600116
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COLD-BLOODED SWIMMERS
Members of the Outdoor
Swimming Society enjoy an
ice-cold plunge. Cold has a
powerful effect on the human
body. The shock of sudden
cold water immersion
acvates the sympathec
nervous system and prompts
a gasp reflex. Yet these
enthusiasts voluntarily enjoy
this as a past-me.

ice for at least 5000 years. Its earliest recording being cold packs to combat
haemorrhage in Ancient Egypt. Therapeuc hypothermia is sll a widely used
intervenon for hypoxic-ischaemic injury and cardiac arrest.

Why hypothermia is neuroprotecve is not explicitly defined, but the slowing of
metabolism, reduced inflammaon and inhibion of free radicals are each
contribung factors. A group of proteins named ‘Cold Shock Proteins’ have a
part to play too. As temperatures fall, the cell cycle arrests and protein synthesis
grinds to a halt. To combat this, mammalian cells upregulate these Cold Shock
Proteins. Acng as nucleic acid chaperones, they stabilise unfolded proteins,
and assure regeneraon and synthesis of structures damaged under
physiological stress. RNA-binding Mof Protein 3 (RBM3) is the key player, and
is highly conserved and abundant in the brain.

Hibernaon also boasts neuroprotecve properes in conjuncon with cooling.
A behavioural, physiological and molecular response to extreme environments,
hibernaon is more than a prolonged sleep. Animals enter such deep torpor
that brain acvity praccally diminishes. With an energy demand as low as 5%
of normal funcon, they survive for weeks or months without nutrion.

There is no need for complex neuronal interplay in hibernaon, so synapses are
reversibly depleted. Only on rewarming is their funconal capacity restored.
Synapc remodelling is not a new phenomenon. In physiologically stable
condions synapses are connually stripped and restored a process termed
structural plascity. Characterisc of early stage neurodegenerave disease,
synapses are also modified, but are instead destroyed.

RBM3 is elevated in hibernaon, and contributes to synapc restoraon on
rewarming. If RBM3 is deficient, synapc regeneraon is impaired. Of great
significance is the stark reducon of RBM3 in Alzheimer’s and Prion disease
models under normal physiological condions. With this lack of RBM3, disease
models show no ability to sustain or restore synapses aer hypothermia. If
RBM3 is introduced, plascity is possible.

To tackle synapse loss in Alzheimer’s and prion disease, RBM3 must be
introduced before its natural depleon. This is either done endogenously by
hypothermia in early stage disease, or by lenviral delivery where RBM3 is no
longer naturally upregulated. If RBM3 stocks are replenished early enough,
synapc protecon is sustained, conferring significant behavioural benefit.

Inducing a hypothermic state is not a feasible treatment as it brings a host of
risks- including increased heart rate and blood pressure. For an already
vulnerable group, cold immersion would cause more harm than good. The next
hurdle is to yield therapies that mimic RBM3 without the need for cooling.
Ancipang that this will sustain synapc plascity for a longer period,
researchers have gone as far as stang memories lost to Alzheimer’s may be
restored.

DOI: 10.1038/nature14142
DOI: 10.1093/braincomms/fcaa078

W
hen the body loses heat faster than its producon, core
temperature falls below 35°C - a condion termed hypothermia.
For an undesirable physiological state capable of stalling
metabolism and causing death, the neuroprotecve mechanisms
of hypothermia have been successfully translated to clinical pract-

While voluntary hypothermia isnʼt on most
peopleʼs agenda, it successfully boosts RBM3 as
demonstrated by studies on outdoor swimmers.
These swimmers, who kickstarted the cold shock

response, had greater levels of RBM3
compared to a control group practicing Tai Chi

beside the pool.
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